Significance of cytologic smears in the diagnosis of small cell carcinoma of the uterine cervix.
To provide improved identification of small cell carcinoma (SMCC) and reevaluate the significance of cervical cytologic smears in its diagnosis. Analyses of histocytologic morphology and clinical data were performed by reviewing clinical records, histopathology and cervical cytology smears from 18 SMCC cases of the uterine cervix (including one recurrent case and three SMCC cases with adenocarcinoma) between 1986 and 2001. Most cases showed minimal cytoplasm, finely stippled ("salt and pepper") chromatin, prominent nuclear molding and smearing effect. Cytologic smears diagnosed or suggested 79% of SMCC cases before histologic confirmation. Of the cases, 89% displayed moderate to high cellularity. The tumor cells were arranged mostly in clusters of varying sizes with no typical architectural pattern. In addition, the tumors often exhibited very pleomorphic cells and recognizable nucleoli. Cytologic features of SMCC cells are characteristics enough for specific diagnosis or at least an early indication of it. Timely detection by cervical cytologic smears will allow clinicians to initiate prompt treatment of these aggressive tumors.